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Periods, Taboos and Female Shame
Emma Gilpin

I

t was a secret that we all
had and we kept it,
ashamed,
embarrassed,
scared about what it all
meant. I suppose that’s because it
meant adulthood, but it also meant
something much more intimidating
than that: womanhood.
I got my period when I was twelve. I
didn’t, couldn’t, tell anyone about it
apart from my mum. It was not to be
mentioned, not to or by my dad, my
brother, or my best friend. It was
something I’d read about, in books
like Are you there God, it’s me Margaret which bizarrely portrayed it as
something to be excited about, a sexy

and glamourous rite of passage, and it
was something I’d been taught about
in awkward Citizenship classes from
90s VHS tapes about tampons and
sanitary towels which made boys
laugh and allowed them to make fun
of us later in the playground. Periods
were gross and shameful, period blood
was disgusting, and if a girl left the
classroom to go the toilet whilst carrying her rucksack people whispered and
laughed.
It seemed strange that we should
have to be so covert and embarrassed
about something that would affect half
of us, but the thought of someone
knowing you were going to the bathroom to change a sanitary towel or
tampon was terrifying. In year 8, I

once got a wrapped tampon out of my
bag for a joke when we were discussing the logistics of a group
swimming trip and my friend was so
horrified she screamed. I was later told
by other members of my friendship
group how crude and distasteful I had
been. Nothing could possibly be more
offensive than the sight of something
someone may, at some point, put inside their bleeding vagina. Period
jokes were out of the question, unlike
the jokes boys made about masturbating and oral sex and porn.
Admittedly, the experience is different now. I enjoy talking about periods;
half of us can laugh along about how
awful they can be, whilst the other
half of us are probably (hopefully)

interested to learn about this part of
life that doesn’t affect them but does
affect a large proportion of their
friends, family and loved ones.
We are lucky that we can have these
conversations and perhaps we even
have a responsibility to have them.
Taboos and stigmas surrounding menstruation mean that women in countries like Nepal are forced to spend
their periods isolated from their community in huts, whilst girls in countries across Asia and Africa are forced
to miss or even drop out of school
when they start having periods, as they
are unable to access the facilities they
need to do something as simple as
changing a sanitary towel. Most upsettingly, a study by Plan International

SLOW TRAVEL: Changing China
Tobias Thornes

A

wide and enticing country
brews, always, just beyond
our western comprehension,
like a cauldron of constant
change the taste of whose broth we
never can be sure. Such is the allure of
tantalising China: a rich civilisation
veiled behind a mist of mystery. And I,
like so many awe-stricken adventurers,
am drawn irresistibly thither. There is
only one open border between India
and China. Fortunately, this lies on the
wild fringes of the scarcely-populated
Sikkim province, an oasis of natural
beauty abounding with such fauna as
leopard, bear, deer, wolf, badger and
golden eagles severely threatened
elsewhere. Trekking slowly up into the
four kilometre high Nathu La mountain pass, a portion of the ages-old Silk
Road until recently barred to non-Indian nationals, I watch one whirl above
me. Lulled by the loveliness of this
sun-splashed spectacle of beauty – the
abounding blue of the cloud-streaked
sky, the vivacious verdancy of the
forest, the perfect ice white and soft
slate grey of the reclining mountains –
it’s almost as if I’ve stepped out of
time and trouble. Hours ease by unmarked in my gentle amble, and I
cross into Tibet with an overwhelming
sense of awe and peace.
But trouble survives, if latent, even
here, a soil stained by the blood of
many in the brutal clash between Chinese officials and Tibetan separatists

for control of this cherished plateau.
My many mountain-dwelling days,
coloured by the rich experience of
ancient Buddhist rituals still playing
out in those high hills, could not shield
me from the grim reality awaiting
further down. The regional capital
Lhansa, a ‘development zone’ growing
with the same rapidity as so many
Chinese settlements hastening to
‘westernise’ themselves, is where I
again meet modernity. It is with some
regret that I board the world’s highest
railway, though I turn down its offer of
a direct forty-hour bullet to Beijing,
preferring to make my way north and
eastwards piece by piece. The journey,
set against a backdrop of sweeping
Chinese scenery, is not an unpleasant
one. There’s change afoot at every
stop, it’s true. But there’s also an ancient Chinese way and wisdom at the
heart of these scattered communities
that refuses to be conquered despite
Maoist and then Capitalist assaults.
The cherry trees still blossom in the
fertile valleys; the temple bells still
ring from the hills. The words of Confucius still resound, if you listen for
them – words about harmony with
nature and with one another that the
central government would do well to
hear.
It used to be said that Beijing was a
city of nine million bicycles, until the
choking smog of coal fires and cars
made cycling here toxic. In 2018, I
find the air cleaner, with many of those
fires and vehicles replaced by more

Cyclic Perspectives
Aidan Chivers

S

ome of the most charming
moments of big family events
are the retelling of old, familiar and utterly worn-out stories
of past times. Told with delightful
precision – and often, it is vaguely
suspected, highly fabricated plot details – these family favourites resurface
year after year, with no innovation or
variation in the storyline, and are
greeted invariably with the same reactions of both hilarity and derision.
These tales encompass a whole
range of experiences, from the immensely trivial to the vaguely traumatic. For me, all of them have a feeling
of childish permanence about them: no
longer accounts of things which really
happened, they have assumed a time-

less, story-like quality, which reduces
these real, genuine events to the status
of medieval folklore, fables from antiquity, something semi-fictional. They
become part of a rich and fully-formed
family mythology.
Distance from events inevitably
brings about a difference in perspective.
The death of a contemporary is
shocking and sorrowing; a generation
later it will have softened, by the erosive force of familiarity, into a memory. For the next line in the family tree,
it will be reduced to a story. Three
generations later, depending on the
circumstances, it might be forgotten, or
trivialised, or even comic.
This effect is relevant on a global
scale as well as on a personal one. The
brutalities of Isis are real; the Roman

efficient electric alternatives, though I
don’t quite bring myself to cycle those
congested, still-polluted streets. Slowly, the smoke is clearing, it seems:
industrialisation doesn’t have to accompany growing prosperity; the bicycles need not bow out to cars. A
fresh wind of change is blowing here,
buoyed on by a unique Chinese optimism and a government that at least
cares about climate change and the
environment – or does it?
In a brand new electric car, I’m
zipped northwards on the highway to
Inner Mongolia by the local environmental campaigner who became my
friend and guide. In recent years the
Chinese have pioneered better, longerlasting batteries that mean we can
travel two hundred miles between
stops to charge. These twenty- to thirty-minute breaks, familiar to electric
car users the world over, give us
chance to pause and watch the world
go by, or to walk, escaping the faceless
grey blot of each filling station car
park to explore the surrounding countryside as we discuss the future of his
country and its ‘green’ industry. It’s
very likely, he explains, that the power
charging our car will come from a new
suite of renewable generators springing up across China as it strides ahead
to develop more efficient wind and
solar generators and, in embarrassingly stark contrast to its neighbour India
and the supposedly enlightened Germany, phases out dirty coal.

But this isn’t coming without costs
of its own. The government has displayed little democratic concern when
it comes to pushing through its renewables revolution whatever the social
and – ironically – environmental costs.
New hydroelectric dams throttle and
flood ancient rivers and valleys, and
wind and solar’s slates are far from
clean. Could the ‘greening’ of the
dragon be more about political power
and so-called ‘greenwash’ in the eyes
of the world than a genuine commitment to the well-being of China’s inhabitants? Alas, our destination suggests this may be so.
Baotou is the world’s largest source
of rare Earth elements – the very precious metals on which a growing glut
of mobile telephones, computers, solar
panels, wind turbines and, yes, even
our electric cars’ batteries – depend.
China prides itself on providing more
than ninety-five per cent of the global
supply. And as the world stampedes
towards renewables and the batteries
needed to make up for their intermittency, its economic leverage can only
increase. But those mining these metals, and their neighbours, see few of
the benefits. In the decade to 2012, the
population of this town plummeted
ten-fold to just three hundred, and it’s
not difficult to see why its people fled.
The once fertile farmland has been
poisoned by sulphuric acid and solvents released during metal extraction;
livestock has died, and crops are laced
with toxins. Putrid ponds of waste

persecution of Christians is simply a
story. The migrant crisis is shocking;
the Biblical strife of the fleeing Israelites is merely a part of our cultural
consciousness. Saudi Arabian human
rights abuses are horrifying; ancient
Aztec human sacrifices are some of the
most entertaining content of the Horrible Histories children’s books.
We might, therefore, expect this
blasé awareness of some of the barbarities of history to anaesthetise us
against the horrors of the 21st century,
or against those personal griefs which
we all must someday experience, by
letting us consider ourselves within the
broader perspective of human experience. But these stories, these exempla,
typically rely upon the reductive
process of storytelling to reach our
modern ears.
We have centuries of emotional insulation between us and the sickening
injustices towards the victims of ritualised female infanticide in early China, or the Athenian generals executed
following the unsuccessful Battle of

Arginusae, or the Protestant martyrs,
burned alive in Oxford. The memorials
of Hugh Latimer, Nicholas Ridley and
Thomas Cranmer now stand at the
south end of St. Giles’, serving more
as a tourist attraction than as a monument to the horrors of the past.
The language used to tell this kind of
story has passed through generations
of ears, minds and mouths along the
way, each absorbing their own portion
of the shock factor and leaving only
the bare skeleton of the facts themselves. This historical transferral of
information leaves us alienated from
the subject itself. The more often that
such stories are retold, and the more
ingrained they become in our collective consciousness, the more they lose
of their emotional impact. We may
never be able to find genuine solace in
tales of historical suffering, however
striking we find the similarities with
our own predicament.
But perhaps there is something reassuring about the idea that our most allconsuming emotions and most outra-

found that 48% of girls in Iran believed that menstruation was a disease,
simply due to a lack of education and
discussion surrounding the topic.
Imagining the fear that these girls
must experience - believing they have
somehow contracted a shameful disease about which they can tell nobody
- is heart-breaking.
Closer to home, the recent decision
to get rid of the EU’s controversial 5%
‘Tampon Tax’ on menstrual products
has been celebrated and is certainly a
victory for anyone who has periods.
It’s also forced more people to talk
about periods and admit that they
affect enough of us that it would be
ridiculous to sell them as a niche or
‘luxury’ item. This time, our voices
have been heard; hopefully the period
taboo will eventually go the same way
as the tampon tax.■

fester, so laced with expensive elements that residents were prosecuted
for trying to sell samples.
Our greed for more precious metals
is ripping ever deeper scars into our
planet. All because we seek to prop
up unsustainable levels of electricity
consumption through ‘renewable’
ways of producing it and fail to recycle what we’ve already used in all the
gadgets – such gleaming gems of human innovation – that we thoughtlessly toss away and replace. Electric cars
and solar panels are, at present, little
better than gimmicks, designed to keep
us consuming and living fast-paced
lives while fooling ourselves that
we’re free from environmental sin. At
least the Chinese urban poor will stop
complaining that their cities are too
polluted to breathe in, even if that
pollution is merely swept out of sight
elsewhere.
On my way to Beijing I passed
through Wen’an in Hebei, famed for
its forests, streams and wildlife until
the world’s greed for guilt-free plastic
brought the recycling industry here.
Nothing green survived in the resulting dead zone, where factories pumped
the fumes of burnt unrecyclable remnants into the plasticised lungs of the
stressed inhabitants. The industry was
shut down in 2011, but China continues to produce and import vast quantities of plastics, and my host assures
me that the same problems are resurfacing elsewhere. They call it modernisation. ‘We used to fear waterborne diseases,’ he tells me. ‘But the
land was healthy. Now these diseases
are gone, but people get high blood
pressure from the stress, or cancer
from the plastics.’ The deadly cycle of
poverty still wheels on.■
geous behaviour might one day become the subject of harmless family
anecdotes. Gradually drained of all
their original meaning and intensity,
they can fade away in plain view,
withering into the bare outline of their
former, Ozymandian domination over
our faculties and senses.
Blind rage, boundless passion, deep
hatred: the deft storyteller from posterity can neatly and efficiently gut them
all of their tragic power, leaving just
enough of the bare bones to construct
his artful and artificial simplification.
Emotional distance is the inevitable
consequence of this most gentle and
good-natured of distortions. And with
it comes the warm, fuzzy glow of familiarity.■
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Is there life after your Year Abroad?
Christy Callaway-Gale

T

he beginning and end of
everyone's year abroad
(yes, I am about to generalise, which in Oxford's
terms is the bait for your
tutor to rip your essay into unbelievably
miniature shreds) can be summed up by
the question, how are you feeling about
leaving?
Surprisingly, I think both my answers,
although separated by a period of ten
months, are pretty similar. So much for
all that self-growth I was supposed to be
doing. It's just the order and perhaps the
degree of my emotions that have varied
in my two responses, which are stated
here in chronological order: excited,
nervous and just that little bit sad; very
sad, but excited, and just that little bit
nervous.
The reason for the excitement that
figures in my first response, given just
before embarking on what would end
up being practically a whole year in
Chile, is obvious. Picture the casestudy: linguist gets to spend substantial
amount of time with native speakers of
the language they are learning, live in
South America, and generally has the
chance to try out being one of those
enigmatic ‘independent adult’ beings.
Not to mention that this is an obligatory
year, which has to be completed in order for linguist to graduate, and that if
they have a nice college (like Oriel)
they might give them a bit of money to
go out and do all of this. Ok, Oxford, if
I really have to.
For me, the year abroad really did
keep all of its glowing promises, making crushingly sad feelings about second year ending (a.k.a literally the best
year of my life ever) seem fairly ridiculous. I am haunted by a blurry memory
of drunk me, bawling my eyes out at the
end of Oriel Ball, because, and I quote,

none of my friends will be here when I
get back, whilst I am simultaneously
being comforted by a friend who will
indeed still be here when I get back.
Perhaps even more ironically, it's now
the end of my year abroad (a.k.a literally the best year of my life ever) that is
causing the same ‘huge pit of sadness’
that I was experiencing on that final
night of second year.
You may think that referring to my
leaving Chile as if I'm being ripped
away from the home where I grew up is
just that bit pretentious, like I'm trying
to say that after ten months I am now
officially Chilean and will soon be correcting my tutors' corrections of my
translation work. But, I promise, it's
really not that at all. I am painfully
aware that ten months is absolutely
nothing on any scale. Nothing. And that
my Chilean Spanish is, at best, a caricature. But before you dismiss my sadness
at the thought of leaving, let's just think
for a second about what the infamous
Year Abroad actually requires you to
do, and then you can cuff me to a desk
in the Rad Cam for being the pretentious language student you already think
I am:
1) Be away from home for a minimum of 8 months (which if you're in
South America doesn't mean popping
back home for weekends) in another
country where you know no one and
where, even if you think you speak the
language, you find out immediately that
you don't.
2) Find somewhere to live in a foreign
country, using your language ‘skills’,
and get to know new housemates/ make
new friends, who you don't understand
a lot of the time due to aforementioned
language ‘skills’ and who you think will
never get your humour, also because of
aforementioned language ‘skills’. (You
can practically hear the post-joke, awkward silence already, complete with a

recently-pronounced grammar mistake
that echoes in the room like a backing
singer who you'd wish would just pipe
down.)
3) Be a fully-functioning human being in said country, which involves
buying a foreign SIM card, renewing
your tourist visa four times (let's pretend that's entirely above board), finding
and enrolling in activities that you are
used to doing at home that help to make
you feel normal, navigating public
transport to get to these activities, finding a job/study placement/other to keep
you occupied and entertained, and all of
this while trying to avoid big, real, live,
cultural barriers that you never thought
could cause that many problems on a
day to day basis. Oh, how could you
have been so wrong?
4) Survive moments of ‘Year Abroad’
desperation that may be caused by any
incident, whatsoever, connected with 1,
2, or 3 (or by any of the invisible numbers on this list that count up to infinity
which describe other Year Abroad challenges, such as the one your friends
proposed of finding a ‘fit Latin American husband’), while scheduling in
regular Skype sessions with family to
assure them that you are still alive after
the multiple earthquakes and floods
your new ‘hometown’ is experiencing.
So just imagine coming to the end of
ten months of hundreds of these little,
everyday hurdles, that could amount to
roughly 10,000,000 in total, not all of
which you overcame first time round,
and realising that succeeding and failing
so visibly on a daily basis has never
made you feel so good about yourself.
Ever. And that you have met people
here who you care about and who you
now physically have to leave (in a style
that merits the small ‘leaving party’ you
had in England before you ‘left’ that
other time). And you realise a whole
bunch of other things that, altogether,

help to dig that ‘huge pit of sadness’ I
was talking about before, which is
making you tear up at the sound of
your Venezuelan housemate singing
along, full pelt, to some cheesy Mariachi music. The shame.
Having covered, ever so briefly, the
'sad' part of the response to the question, which I started to analyse some
few pages earlier, that just leaves me to
explain the 'nervous' bit. Well, this time
round, it's not only caused by the
thought of dreaded Finals (with a capital 'F') that you are absolutely not prepared for (unless you are my tutor reading this in which case, not to worry
Alice, everything is going to be fine),
but also by the thought that perhaps
nothing, absolutely nothing, will have
changed at home and that you'll get
swallowed up in your old routine until
you forget that, once upon a time, you
lived in Chile. Plus, the fact that your
Dad regularly refers to his Year Abroad
as the best year of his life, your version
of which is now over, probably isn't
helping.
So there it is, the pre-twenty-something-hour-flight splurgings of a soon
to be non-Year-Abroader who is yet to
discover ‘life after the Year Abroad’, a
life that sounds about as far off and
incomprehensible as the Year Abroad
itself did, way back when, to little, old,
second-year me.
Stay tuned for my next article, then,
that will no doubt be about my undying
love for Oxford, how I cannot believe
I've lived without it for so long, and the
‘huge pit of sadness’ I'll feel at being
forced to part with it at the end of fourth
year.
Excuse me, while I just go and look
up the Spanish word for ‘fickle’.■

CONTRIBUTE TO
THE POOR PRINT
The Poor Print welcomes your response
to the print edition. If you have something to say, email
thepoorprint@oriel.ox.ac.uk and we
can publish your comments online.
Alternatively, connect with us on
Twitter: @PoorPrint

The Oriel Garden Play
Love’s Labour’s Lost
The Oriel Garden Play is back- this
year, with a production of Shakespeare's 'Love's Labour's Lost.’
Set in an academic environment, and
replete with scholarly wordplay, 'Love's
Labour's Lost' is perfect for this year's
garden play. It explores that typically
Oxonian truth: that no matter how
much scholarship is pursued, nobody
can escape the desires of the heart. It
promises to be a very exciting project.
Auditions begin this Friday, and continue through the following week.

Trinity Term Themes
The Poor Print is currently inviting submissions for the following issues. Please
submit your article to:
thepoorprint@oriel.ox.ac.uk
Issue 10 - JUDGEMENT
8th May
Issue 11 - RUBBISH
22nd May
Issue 12 - GOODBYE
5th June
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